Wine List: Cabernet
Michael Pozzan-Sonoma 2008							
Fragrant aromas of black cherry and mocha; enticing finish.

32

Alexander Valley-Sonoma 2008					
37
Rich and savory combination of five robust grape varietals; dark, structured and persistent character.
Bordeaux barrel-aged.
Rodney Strong-Alexander Valley 2008					
Intense and full-bodied with earthy flavors of oak, leather and sage and a dense, savory finish.

38

Novelty Hill-Columbia Valley 2006							
39
Bold, deep and highly extracted. Dark oak aromas precede a Bordeaux-like character; a huge, brooding
Cabernet.
Raymond, Sommelier’s Reserve-Napa 2007					
Graceful cherry and chocolate flavors are firm and hearty; ripe, full and polished finish.

42

Sebastiani Secolo-Alexander Valley 2006				
Generous, bold flavors of oak, coffee and mocha; long, persistent finish reveals surprising depth and
strength.

46

Amavi Cellars-Walla Walla Valley 2005						
Intense package of floral and berry nuances; solid, firm fruit flavors of plum, cherry and currants.

47

Waterstone-Napa 2007-2008								
49
Ripe, focused and supple with tremendous dark fruit flavors. The infamous “ghost wine” of Napa Valley
sources its grapes from the Napa’s top vineyards.
Tapestry-Napa 2006								
Abundant flavors of chocolate and dark cherries-greatest B.V. Tapestry ever!

59

Ridge Estate-Santa Cruz Mountains 2008						
66
Saturated fruit intensity with an opaque purple color; huge flavors of blackberry, oak and dark chocolate.
Hall Vineyards-Napa 2008								
68
Stunning combination of power, elegance and complexity; rich flavors of Crème de Cassis, mocha and
blueberry. Greatest Hall ever! Primarily sourced from Sacrashe Vineyards.
Snowden Ranch Reserve-Napa 2007								
Rich, robust and rare. Brilliant nuances of blackberry and mocha..stunning!

77

Robert Craig, Affinity-Napa 2007								
78
Powerful and distinctive, this massive red builds strong structure with layers; complex Bordeaux varietals
add depth and rusticity.
Larkmead-Napa 2002										
78
Full-bodied and smooth with layers of structure and complexity; delicious flavors of chocolate and oak.
Anderson’s Conn Valley-Napa 2006								
79
Plush, brooding red delivers the entire package; black cherries, spice box and oak are the dominant flavors.
.

Cliff Lede-Silverado Trail 2004									
85
Firm, intense and full-bodied; delicious concentration of flavors featuring bittersweet chocolate and currants.
Coho Headwaters-Napa 2006									
89
Solid, balanced and totally focused; huge structure and depth without tasting heavy…the rarest of finds.
Columbia Crest Reserve-Napa 2005								
Wine of the Year in the world according to Wine Spectator magazine…incredible finish!

97

Eloge, Anderson’s Conn Valley -Napa 2005						
99
Brilliant purity and intensity; Bordeaux varietals provide depth and complexity. Tremendous flavors of
mocha, blackberries and chocolate.
Snowden, Napa Reserve-Napa 2007								
129
Decadent aromas of blackberry, espresso, cedar and red currants; complex, intense and concentrated. A
candidate for Wine of the Vintage!
Chateau Montelena-Napa 2002							
169
Stunning nuances of chocolate, blackberry and oak. Amazing finish that goes on and on, perfectly mature.
Limited quantity.
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